Guy Verhofstadt
Member of the European Parliament, 47th Prime Minister of
Belgium
"One of the architects of the current structure of power in the European
Union"

Guy Verhofstadt served for a decade as the leader of the Group of the Alliance of Liberals and Democrats for Europe (ALDE), the
centrist-liberal grouping in the European parliament. He is also the former Prime Minister of Belgium and has been charged with
leading the EU's nego a ng team on the UK's departure from the Union.

TOPICS:

IN DETAIL:

European Politics
The Global Economy
A Vision of the Future of Europe

LANGUAGES:
He presents in English, Dutch & French.

PUBLICATIONS:

A er studying law, Guy became a member of the Ghent City Council and quickly
rose within the ranks of Belgium's VLD party. He became an MP and then Deputy
Prime Minister and Minister for the Budget whilst s ll in his 30s. A er losing
power, Guy took control of the party and reinvented it, making it more a rac ve
to representa ves of other par es. A er taking me away from poli cs, Guy
returned as president of the VLD winning the general elec on and becoming the
ﬁrst liberal PM in over 60 years. Guy retained the oﬃce for eight years before
becoming a Senator and then an MEP.

WHAT HE OFFERS YOU:

2017 Europe's Last Chance
2009 The Financial Crisis - How
Europe can Save the World
2005 The United States of Europe

Former Belgian prime minister, Guy Verhofstadt is acknowledged as a passionate
poli cian, a gi ed speaker and a razor-sharp polemicist. He oﬀers audiences
tremendous insights into current European issues, the current poli cal landscape
and the socio and business scene.

HOW HE PRESENTS:
Guy Verhofstadt is a forthright, memorable, powerful and much sought-a er
speaker at pres gious events worldwide.
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